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Abstract—Digital media provides a huge amount of data.
This data has rich content and gives us an opportunity to
find interesting insights from it. The data consists of texts and
other related attributes. The textual data can be considered as
documents and hence extract valuable information from it. To
find interesting insights, many approaches have been proposed
so far. A shortcoming of such approaches is that the structure of
the documents is neglected as the primary attribute remains the
frequency. This, as a result, loses some of the valuable character-
istics of the documents. In this work, we build a framework called
Social Pulse that uses keywords to extract live tweets from Twitter
and extracts multifold meaningful information from it. It is a
complete framework that consists of a data pipeline that fetches
and processes tweets, incorporates graph mining, has micro-
services to serve data from backend to front-end, and provides
a dashboard to visualize the analysis in the form of charts and
graphs. At the core of the Social Pulse, we use gSpan, which
is a famous and one of the most efficient Frequent Subgraph
Mining (FSM) algorithms. We implement a parallel execution of
gSpan in which we leverage the multicore processing technique
to run gSpan in parallel to improve the execution time. The
parallel implementation is imperative because the social media
data grows large in size so the sequential run would take a
lot of time to process. Our approach uses cooccurrence graphs
to represent textual data in graphical form. The tweets’ texts
from Twitter are preprocessed and converted into co-occurrence
graphs. The gSpan then extracts the frequent subgraphs from
the graph database to infer the most common phrases occurring
in the texts. Along with the tweet’s text, there are multiple other
attributes associated with the tweet. We use those attributes to
infer multiple meaningful insights from the data.

Index Terms—Interesting Insights, Social Pulse, Frequent Pat-
terns, Text Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

In this age of growing digital media, it takes almost no time
for a topic to become a trend [4, 5], news to become breaking
news [1], and discussions to become hot topics. The increased
usage and easy accessibility of digital media across the globe
helps people express their opinions about different aspects.
This, as a result, intensifies the need of instant information
gain through summarization of events. Topic modeling has
since been used to extract the relevant hidden topics from
the textual data. There are numerous related studies that have
played their part in solving this problem. Some of them have
used the NLP tech-niques that include LDA and LSI [17, 10,

and 18]. Others have used the subgraph mining techniques
[16] to explore this problem. The NLP based approaches
have been explored extensively already. However, there is a
potential to explore utilization of the subgraph mining for
discovering interesting topics and phrases from the documents.
Therefore, in our proposed approach, we use the frequent
subgraph mining-based implementation to extract interesting
phrases from text documents. Our proposed implementation
represents texts as co-occurrence graphs and then passes the
nodes and edges relationships to our proposed distributed
gSpan algorithm for frequent topics and phrases extraction.
The details of each step are provided in the later section. Also,
apart from extracting most common phrases, we build other
analytics using the twitter data. These analytics have a wide
range and incorporates time, location, sentiments, users etc.

B. Motivation

Social media data analysis is imperative in having a glance
at the current trends. The analysis of the data could help busi-
nesses, organizations as well as individuals. The applications
range from user-timeline analysis to analyzing trends on digital
media periodically. In order to build meaningful analysis, an
effective framework is required. The framework should be an
end-to-end system that is capable of pulling the data from the
social media, processing it to derive insights and then visualize
the insights in a way that is apprehended by a common
person. In our work, we build such a scalable framework
that is mentioned above. The primary objective of which
is to derive meaningful insights from the raw social media
data. These insights could be used for multifold purposes like
business growth, current affairs knowledge, user profiling, and
so on. For generating information from textual data alone,
a significant amount of work has already been done in this
primarily making use of the NLP techniques. However, we
discovered that a huge potential lies in Subgraph mining
approaches to extract information from the data. Subgraph
mining is a vast field with so many state-of-the-art algorithms.
Therefore, the efficiency of algorithms like gSpan for Frequent
Subgraph Mining could be leveraged to extract the frequent
terms and phrases from the documents. As we have discussed
that there exist many efficient algorithms that use the NLP
approaches but they have certain limitations. In order to



address these limitations, we explored the domain of subgraph
mining for the frequent topics extraction and generating other
analytics. These algorithms offer such scalability that they
could be tweaked to solve independent problems. The gSpan,
for instance, makes use of the parallel processing for improved
processing speed.

C. Problem Statement

The social media data provides a significant opportunity to
find meaningful insights from it. Therefore, a complete end-
to-end framework is required to generate and visualize these
insights from the data. The core of this framework should
be based upon some efficient algorithm, supported by data
transformations that could extract the desired insights and then
effectively present it to the user in the form of visualizations.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Graph Representations of Text Data

There are numerous ways in which textual data could
be represented as graphs [13]. These include co-occurrence
graphs, co-occurrence with POS tags, semantic graphs and oth-
ers. Some of the representations suit some kinds of problems
while others address some different kinds of problems. There
have been multiple pa-pers published on ways to represent
the textual data in the form of graphs so that the inherent
characteristics of the text is preserved. Castillo et al. [8] in their
paper, experiment with multiple co-occurrence graph-based
representations for different text classification tasks. One of the
graph-based representation is the star topology representation
in Figure 1 which has a central vertex that is connected to
every other vertex. The edges between vertices are formed if
the words co-occur in a window size of two words. Also,
the labels show the POS tags of the words. Another type
of representation in the paper is for the sentiment analysis
task Figure 1. It is a co-occurrence graph with a window
size of three words. That means, two words if co-occurring
in a window of three consecutive words would have an edge
between them. The weight of the edge shows the number of
times the two vertices co-occur.

Fig. 1. Co-occurrence graph with window size of three words

Jiang et al [9] in their paper, also propose a graph represen-
tation of text data. They formulate a graph using four different

types of nodes that include structural nodes, POS nodes, Token
nodes that represent words and semantic nodes that represent
additional information. The above discussed representations
are statistical, that is, using the co-occurrence relationships.
Some work has also been done on exploring the graph repre-
sentations using linguistic relationships such as semantic and
syntactic rela-tions. One such work has been done by Yadav
et al. [11]. They propose an ap-proach to construct a semantic
graph for text mining. Their approach consists of multiple
sequential steps that are to stem the words, extract noun
words only and find semantic relationships between words
using WordNet. Each of the extracted noun token is treated
as a node and a relationship between these tokens (nodes) is
established if they have a semantic relationship. Apart from
this, RK Rao et al. [12] use the Conceptual Graphs (CGs) for
summa-rizing patent documents. They leverage the NER and
other NLP techniques to extract concepts from the patent text
documents. The writing style in patent doc-uments is complex
and involves a lot of technical and legal concepts. This is one
of major reasons for them to opt for this method.

B. Subgraph Mining

Some research work has been done on using sub graph
mining for topic extrac-tion, detection, text summarization and
clustering. Most of the problems related to topic extraction
have been solved using the Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM).
The reason for it is that frequency is a very important element
when extracting a topic out of a text document. Therefore,
when text is represented as graphs, it is imperative to in-
corporate the frequency of occurrence of words to identify
which topics are under discussion in the document. Among
many existing FSM algo-rithms, some of the state-of-the-art
algorithms include gSpan, Gaston, MoFA, FFSM, SUBDUE,
CloseGraph and others. A quantitative review has been done
by Wörlein et al. [14] on the popular fre-quent subgraph
miners. They provide stats that show that Gaston has a better
execution time on the test datasets. However, when tested
on large datasets, gSpan shows efficiency in the consumption
memory and the time taken for processing.

Nguyen et al. [16] in their work leverage the co-occurrence
graphs and gSpan algorithms to find the hidden topics in
document dataset.

Zhao et al. [17] propose another graph-based model for
detecting topics from a document database. Their approach
considers more semantic relationships be-tween entities in-
stead of relying solely on statistical approaches. They leverage
the spectral clustering algorithm along with LDA to identify
major topics from the dataset

Another implementation by Bekoulis et al. [10] use the
LDA and LSI ap-proaches to detect topic from the dataset.
Instead of the term frequency based LDA and LSI they
propose a term weight based LDA and LSI approaches. This
skips the traditional bag of words method and incorporates
the importance of nodes in the network. They use the co-
occurrence graphs for representing text data in the form of
graphs.



Pham et al. [18] have proposed an approach called GOW-
LDA. They create a graph-of-words, extract frequent sub-
graphs and use LDA to detect topics from text datasets. The
graph created is a co-occurrence graph with a window size of
3 words to capture the trigrams.

C. Parallel FSM

Some of the work has been done in running Frequent
Subgraph Mining using a parallel implementation. These algo-
rithms use various methodologies for distrib-uted implementa-
tion such as MapReduce, parallel processing using multicores,
Apache Spark and so on.

Nguyen et al. [22] in their work propose a frequent subgraph
mining approach to discover topics from large text documents.
They use gSpan for finding frequent subgraphs and run the al-
gorithm in parallel using Apache Spark. One of the drawbacks
of this implementations is that when executing in parallel, it
generates candidates. That is not happening in the original
gSpan algorithm because it is a Pattern Growth algorithm that
do not generate candidates for extracting sub-graphs.

Sangle et al. [23] propose a distributed gSpan algorithm
called gSpan-H. They use the MapReduce framework to
implement this. The algorithm generates frequent subgraphs
without candidate generation.

Lakshmi et al [24] propose a distributed implementation of
gSpan for frequent subgraph mining. They use the multicore
technology to run the algorithm in par-allel. One of the
shortcomings of their implementation is that it works only
for the tree-based structure graphs that have a parent-child
relationships among nodes.

Going through the related work above, we see that there
is a need to explore the Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM)
for generating insights. There have been nu-merous imple-
mentations using NLP techniques as compared to a very few
im-plementations based on FSM algorithms.

D. Data Analysis Tools

Béres et al. [25] build an interactive dashboard based upon
the COVID data from Twitter. In particular, they generate
the sentiments of people who voice their opinion on COVID
vaccines. The dashboard shows sentiments with respect to the
location and information type.

Gaglio et al. [26] propose a framework for analysis of
real-time Twitter data. They tweak the Soft Frequent Pattern
Mining (SFPM) algorithm for improve-ments. They organize
the stream of tweets in a dynamic window which varies based
on the volume and time of the tweets. The primary analysis
they are doing is topic detection

Casalino et al. [27] propose a framework that discovers
topics and groups tweets accordingly from the Twitter data.
They use the non-negative matrix factorization technique to
extract topics from tweets that are human interpretable. The
use the word cloud and clustering to visualize the data in the
end.

Wang et al. [28] use the Twitter data to analyze the COVID
19 health-related be-liefs of users. They used four constructs to

build a model to quantify health be-lief. The machine learning
and NLP based models were used to judge if the tweets
conformed with the health belief model.

Shu et al. [29] create a tool for detecting fake news from
social media. They make a complete framework the collects
the data from social media, predicts which information is fake
and then effectively visualizes that information in a dash-
board. For detecting fake news, they build a model using deep
LSTMs.

Sharma et al. [30] build a framework that identifies misinfor-
mation on covid re-lated tweets. The tool provides sentiments
and topic clustering around covid re-lated hashtags and also
detects if the information is false.

E. Existing Tools and Visualizations

Béres et al. [25] build an interactive dashboard based upon
the COVID data from Twitter

Fig. 2. Béres et al. [25] - COVID Vaccine Sentiment Dashboard

Wang et al. [28] use the Twitter data to analyze the COVID
19 health-related beliefs of users

Soundararaj et al. [31] build a dashboard to determine the
im-pact of COVID on real estate using Twitter data.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We build a complete end to end framework called the Social
Pulse which takes a keyword as an input from the user, fetches
tweets against that keyword, gener-ates insightful data and
then visualize it on the front-end dashboard. The details of
this tool are mentioned in the later section. To address the
problem of frequent words and phrases extraction from the
tex-tual datasets, the solution proposed incorporates the co-
occurrence graph based frequent subgraph mining approach.
We propose the distributed gSpan algorithm. Distributed gSpan
is an extension in gSpan in which we leverage the distributed
computing to run gSpan in parallel to improve the execution
time.



Fig. 3. Wang et al. [28] - Using Tweets to Understand How COVID-
19–Related Health Beliefs Are Affected in the Age of social media: Twitter
Data Analysis Study

Fig. 4. Soundararaj et al. [31] - Property Dashboard

Fig. 5. Methodology

A. Data Extraction

The data extraction part includes fetching textual data from
Twitter and YouTube videos transcripts. However, our model
is not dependent on the data in the devel-opment phase as it
does not require any training. Also, the model can run on any
text documents and is not limited to Twitter or YouTube data
alone.

B. Data Preprocessing

Textual data needs some preprocessing before it is passed
on to any model. Some of the steps that we perform are:

• Stop words removal
• Word tokenization and stemming
• Remove punctuations if causing noise

C. Graph Representation of Text

The graphical representation of textual data we use is the
co-occurrence graphs [19]. In this graph, each word in the
document would be a vertex of the graph. There would be
an edge between two nodes (words) if they appear together
within a specified window size in the document. The weight
of the edges shows the number of times the two words have
appeared together. In our approach, we use a non-directed co-
occurrence graph with a window size of three words. So, the
proposed graph G is represented by

G = (V,E, LV , LE) (1)

Where V is the finite set of vertices, E is the finite set of
edges which represent the vertices are connected if they appear
together in a window size, LV is the label set of V and LE
is the label set of E, the number of times two vertices have
co-occurred.

D. Frequent Subgraph Mininig

Frequent Subgraph Mininig (FSM) is a technique in graph
mining to extract frequent occuring subgraphs from the graph
dataset. In our situation, the textual data is represented in the
form of graphs so that the frequent occurring subgraphs, which
in this case would be frequent phrases, could be extracted.
When the text data is in the form of co-occurrence graph,
each subgraph would be a phrase of text from the original
document. Therefore, the extracted frequent subgraphs would
represent the most common occuring phrases of text from the
documents.

E. gSpan

gSpan, short for graph-based Substructure pattern mining
was introduced by Yan et al. [21] to extract frequent subgraphs
from graph databases. It is one of the most efficient algorithms
for finding frequent subgraphs. gSpan is used widely because
of its efficient use of resources to find frequent subgraphs. It
reduces the search space by efficiently removing the unsuitable
subgraphs from the branches of the DFS Code Tree. gSpan
is a pattern growth-based approach and generates a structure
that is like a tree. The tree is basically a Depth First Search
(DFS) code tree for all the subgraphs. In that tree, every



vertex represents a DFS code. The algorithm uses the Depth
First Search strategy and the minimum DFS code based on
lexicographic ordering to generate frequent subgraphs.

F. Distributed gSpan

gSpan is widely used frequent subgraph mining algorithm
and has a very good efficiency. However, one of the limitations
of gSpan is the execution time. The algorithm takes a lot of
time if run on the large graph datasets. Therefore, we make
use of the parallel processing to extract frequent subgraphs
from large graph databases using gSpan. We parallelize the
process of growth from single edge to mine subgraphs.

Fig. 6. Parallel FSM

G. Data Transformations

At this stage, we transform our data for the purpose of
generating interesting insights using the information we have.
We perform data transformations to extract the following:

• Classify each text document as Hateful or not. For this
purpose, we build a classifier that classifies if the text
contains hate speech or not. The classifier was build
using Deep Neural Network using approximately 50000
labelled tweets for training. It achieved the accuracy of
81 percent on testing data.

• Classify each text to be Positive, Negative or Neutral.
For this sentiment analysis, we use an existing Python’s
library called TextBlob

• Most common words
• Location wise sentiments
• Hourly sentiments
• Hourly volume
• Hourly top users’ volume
• Users with highest retweets
• Top mentioned users
• Top mentioned hashtags

H. Data Loading

After generating the data with insights, we insert it into
MySQL tables so that this data could be used later.

I. Visualization

For visualizing the insights from the data, we create a
web-based dashboard that contains multiple charts. User gives
a keyword as input from the front-end. The keyword is
passed to the backend service that fetches tweets from Twitter
that contain this keyword. The tweets then pass through the
above explained pipeline and generates the data which is then
visualized on the front-end as charts. The fig below shows the
layout of the dashboard.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Following are some of the interesting insights that we gen-
erate as a result of our above pipeline. The below charts show
the analysis from a sample of tweets on keyword ‘Pakistan’
obtained on 5/21/22 at around 21 hours.

The below figure shows the frequent subgraphs generated
from the distributed gSpan. These subgraphs indicate that these
phrases were common in multiple text documents which in this
case are tweets. The frequent subgraphs are extracted using the
minimum support of 2. That means that a subgraph is said to
be fre-quent only if it appears in at least 2 graphs. The node
labels in the subgraphs be-low show that these phrases were
commonly present in multiple tweets.

Fig. 7. Frequent Subgraphs

The below word cloud shows the most frequent words that
appeared in the text documents. These words were extracted
from the tweets text, cleaned, lemma-tized and then the most
common were extracted.

Fig. 8. Frequent Words



Fig. 9. Sentiments

Fig. 10. Hourly Location Volume

V. EVALUATION

Our algorithm extracts the most common words and phrases
from the text docu-ments. The evaluation is done by human
interpretability to see if the results i.e., the words and phrases
actually make sense or not.

Following fig shows some of the frequent subgraphs gener-
ated as the output from our algorithm.

For the highlighted subgraph 1, the phrase becomes some-
thing like “Pakistan stock market goes crashing tax”. This

Fig. 11. Hate Speech Classification

Fig. 12. Most Frequent mentioned users

Fig. 13. Frequent Extracted Subgraphs

could be interpreted as news about the stock market crashing
due to some tax laws.

For the highlighted subgraph 2, the phrase becomes some-
thing like “Just in as PM announces”. This could also be
interpreted as some announcement from PM that has caused
the stock market to crash.

Looking at the above, we see that the phrases do make sense
and are under-standable by humans.

For the evaluation of distributed execution of gSpan, we
evaluated two things:

• The extracted frequent subgraphs were the same as that
from the sequen-tial run.

• During the experiments we have run the gSpan with
parallel and series implementations. The number of doc-
uments were changed and the other parameters were
kept constant. The minimum support was set to be 2.
Following were the observations in this experiment.

For the smaller document sizes, we see that the time for
series implementation is lower. This is because for parallel
processing we come across an overhead that can be overcome
when we have suitable processing or the size of the database
is large enough so that the parallel processing actual benefits
us.



Fig. 14. Time taken by series and parallel runs for multiple document sizes

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we created a complete end-to-end data analysis
framework called Social Pulse. The framework is capable of
extracting Twitter data, processing it to generate insights and
then visualizing those insights on the front-end dashboard. Our
core analysis is based on extracting frequent words and phrases
from the tweets text for which we use the Frequent Subgraph
Mining. This is supported with multiple other insights which
carry a significant information. The applica-tion is structured
in a way that it can easily be scaled with time.

In future, we would want to integrate multiple other so-
cial media platforms with our tool. These include Facebook,
YouTube, LinkedIn and so on. This would achieve a horizontal
scalability leading to a diverse analysis from the social media.
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